1. Title- significance of 1845-Knicks
2. Henderson, Ball, Bat, and Bishop, 1947. Evolution of safe-haven
games.
3. Several clubs preceded the Knicks: Olympic, Gotham/NY, Eagle,
Magnolia
4. Despite the existence of clubs playing baseball before the Knicks,
their contemporaries considered them the pioneers because they
founded rules that became widely adopted.
5. IDs of men in this picture is now disputed. Explain.
6. Alexander Cartwright- role; Hall of Fame story
7. William Wheaton – 1887 interview – Gothams 18378. Doc Adams – 1896 interview – role
9. Rules title. Field play rules only. Remaining rules were club rules
for members. Rules listed points either varying or undesirable to
Knicks in baseball games played at the time; everything else, like
base stealing, was understood.
10.
Rule 4. Just a continuation of the configuration in general
use. Bases were approximately 75 feet apart.
11.
Rule 8. That the Knicks intended to keep score and declare a
winner is evidence that they intended their play for more than
exercise.
12.
Rule 9. Explanation of “pitched”. Included because other
versions of the game, though by no means all, allowed throwing.
13.
Rule 10. One of the Knick’s contributions to modern play.
Known in other types of ball games, but in nothing like the Knick’s
play.
14.
Rule 11. Three strikes, at least, were common in predecessor
games.

15.
Rule 12. The bound rule was common in predecessor games,
if not universal.
16.
Rule 13. Eliminating “soaking” permitted use in safety of a
heavier ball that would travel farther, and is another Knick
contribution. Soaking was universal in predecessor baseball play,
though of course not in cricket.
17.
Rule 14. Obstruction doubtless was not universally
permitted in predecessor games, but apparently was sufficiently
common for the Knicks to want to eliminate it.
18.
Rule 15. The Knicks were probably unfamiliar with games
that used the three-out rule, as opposed to one-out or all-out.
19.
Rule 16. No. 16 still distinguishes baseball from all other
major American sports. Whether you’re an ace or a muffin, you
bat in turn with the entire lineup. It apparently was universal in
safe-haven games, though in some versions players making an out
may not have been permitted to bat again in the same inning.
20.
Rule 17. A feature of play in predecessor games, where
organized and competitive.
21.
Rule 18. May be another Knick contribution, adopted along
with foul territory. Other games using foul territory rule fouls to
be outs.
22.
Rule 19. No. 19 is best indication that pitchers have always
tried to get batters out and hold runners on their bases, rather
than being “feeders”. There is no evidence of its use in
predecessor games.
23.
Rule 20. Another probable Knick contribution, it may also
have followed from the adoption of 90-degree fair territory.
24.
Candidates for “first game”.

25.
First published box score. The Knicks were obviously not the
only groups playing baseball. Some Knick members, like William
Tucker, a Knick Rules Committee member, played in this one.
26.
New York Clipper cartoon—the exercise craze.
27.
Publicity. The three sporting weeklies’ national circulation
was the avenue by which the New York Rules game spread to the
nation in the years before the War Between the States.
28.
Cauldwell. First reference to base ball as the national game
appears in his New York Sunday Mercury in 1853, obviously not
referring to the New York Rules specifically.
29.
William T. Porter
30.
Henry Chadwick
31.
George Wilkes
32.
1854 rule changes. Baserunning was a major source of
confusion all through the early years. Ball standardization
advanced considerably when they started to be produced by
makers like Van Horn of New York.

